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GZ REFERENCE ULTRA SERIES

THE DEFINITION OF ULTRA-HIGH-END

Objects designated as high-end are assigned to this category based on the assumption 
that they belong to the top segment of a respective product group and are generally 

characterized by unusual, exceptional and exclusive features and a very high 
manufacturing quality. In our opinion, the concept of real high-end is defined much 

more extensively by experiencing feelings and the resulting impression when listening 
to your favourite music using such devices. Therefore, it was the only, constant 

and uncompromising goal during the development of the ULTRA series to achieve that 
tingling sensation that goes along with the goosebumps when the ear lets us perceive 
things that go beyond the spectrum that can only be recorded with a test microphone.

"ul·tra" 
beyond the range of limits   I   beyond the ordinary   I   beyond the others

TERMS OF WARRANTY

The limited warranty for this product is covered by GROUND ZERO´s regional distributi-
on partners and their terms and conditions. For further information contact your local 

retailer or regional distributor.

REFERENCE ULTRA SERIES - ULTRA-HIGH-END

After collecting detailed experience in SQ performance and general in-car audio 
reproduction for more than 25 years during the development of loudspeakers, 

subwoofers and amplifiers for highly demanding customers and having launched 
a wide range of car audio products used for sound quality competitions all over the 

world, GROUND ZERO had started to take advantage of all these gathered skills devising 
a very new and super high-end product line. 

For the most sophisticated demands, GROUND ZERO introduces an extraordinary 
two-channel amplifier and matching loudspeakers now! REFERENCE ULTRA series 
products are developed by highly attentive engineers from England, Sweden and 

Germany creating products for the most demanding customers without accepting any 
compromise in overall quality and SQ performance.



GZ ULTRA-165 GRILL

GZ ULTRA 165-GRILL - ASSEMBLY

 GZ-design NRG*
 GZ ULTRA K-165 (available separately)
 Logo plate (2 models included)
 Screws (included)
 GZ-design aluminum ring with rubber insert
    *non-resonating grill

GZ REFERENCE ULTRA SERIES



Ground Zero GmbH   I   Erlenweg 25   I   85658 Egmating, Germany

GROUND ZERO products are engineered in Germany
GROUND ZERO - international sponsor of


